HOW TO TRAVEL THE
WORLD FOR FREE…

LEARN HOW TO BE A
TOUR GUIDE!
GET THE JOB OF A LIFETIME
&
SEE THE WORLD AT THE SAME TIME!

HOW TO TRAVEL THE WORLD FOR FREE…

Imagine – The chance to work all over the world and be paid to do it!
Is this job for you?
Do you:
•

enjoy the journey as much as the destination?

•

have a genuine like of other people?

•

enjoy sharing your knowledge with others?

Do you like:
•

planning, list making?

•

inspiring people?

•

getting into action?

•

being the boss, in charge, the leader?

•

'performing', being witty, showing off a bit?
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Do you enjoy:
•

getting to know new people?

•

discovering new, maybe far flung, places?

•

world music?

•

dealing with challenges?

•

travelling alone?

Are you:
•

enthusiastic about new experiences?

•

good at making decisions quickly?

•

not challenged by asking for help and advice?

•

interested in different cultures?

•

not afraid of flying?

•

keen to learn new languages?

If you can check off more than ten of these, get ready to go – your
first, most important part of the journey – the first step- starts now!
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“Whatever you do, or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has
genius and power and magic in it.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Let me begin by giving you some simple, no nonsense advice that will help you
do well at the interview, get - and do - the job successfully, so you get invited
back time and time again to lead, manage and direct tours in countries you have
always dreamed of visiting.

A Little about Me and My Journey to this Wonderful Job

The route I took started with a love of languages, and my hobbies were outdoor
activities like swimming and hiking. I did my life saving qualification before my first
aid.

My first job was in personnel - getting to know people, developing communication
skills and helping others to increase their self confidence.

After a few years I went into teaching, determined to make information interesting
so my students wouldn't be bored at school like I was! I had to keep records which
was invaluable experience, if not my strongest skill.

My next role was in management coaching - inspiring people, developing their
assertiveness skills, and encouraging their personal development.

I was lucky enough to be able to spend a year travelling independently and
haven't stopped since. I had to plan and deal with unexpected situations, and my
courage was often stretched. I was hooked, and after a period of re-training
myself in the travel industry (first as an airline ticketing clerk, then as a travel
agent), I stumbled across the job of my dreams: An Adventure Tour Leader, and
scenes like those that follow are what I want to make available for you!
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Here’s a Bit More About the Job…
The good news: Adventure Tour Operators are always recruiting! Many Tour
Leaders usually only work for a couple of years before they move on, either to
settle down or because they have simply ‘burned out.’

The bad news: The job of a Tour Guide can be demanding, sometimes
stressful and carries with it quite a lot of responsibiity. That can cause stress
as sometimes you only have YOU to depend on! Sometimes that can be
lonely.

Job application procedures: After completing an application form (which
can usually be obtained from a Tour Operator’s website), you may be invited
for an interview. At the interview you will surely be asked how you would cope
in certain situations. This is to see if you can think ‘on your feet’ – a critical
aspect of the job. If successful at the interview, you may then spend some
time (from one day to two weeks) training. This could include ‘shadowing’ an
experienced Tour Leader.
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Background and experience: Some Tour Operators stipulate certain
qualifications and/or experience. Overland trucking companies require you to
have a suitable driving licence and possibly also a mechanical qualification.

Other Tour Operators need their leaders to be able to speak the language of
the regions in which they specialise. Others still, e.g. bird watching tour
specialists, require their leaders to have knowledge of their particular field.
Mostly though (luckily enough for you), Tour Guides or Leaders mainly need
to be resourceful and bright, with good communication skills, regardless of
their age or background, and it certainly helps to have some training under
their belts…

That’s Where I Can Definitely Help!

But before I do, take a look at just a few of my favorite shots of places I have
traveled lately... You will love them…

Here I am in New Delhi, India!
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And riding an elephant in Nepal!

And here… a street in
Kathmandu…
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And now, for a complete change of scenery, almost to Mt Everest!

If you play your cards right, THIS is what YOUR passport will look like in a few
years!

www.tourguidecourse.com
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Working as a Tour Guide can definitely change your life – it certainly changed mine! So, if
that is something you want, let me share with you what it will take…
Tenacity… A willingness to learn a lot of information to carry you to success.
That is why I developed my Tour Guide Course. Especially to assist people like
you who might have an interest in taking their interest in travel to a whole new
level. To creating a life of travel and freedom…

So, as an introduction to my Tour Guide Course and to help you, my reader, find
out if this is something you are TRULY interested in, I want to make a suggestion.
Take some time to read my book – The Tour Guide Life -It Could Be Yours!
It will truly give you a sense of what it is like to actually BE a Tour Guide – to lead
a tour of adventurers where they have never been before and to have all the
experiences I have had, without having to actually leave the comfort of your own
home.
In the book, The Tour Guide Life – It Could Be Yours! you will travel with me to
Madrid Spain, The Amazon, Uzbekistan and more; discovering what it is like to
lead a tour in places you have never before travelled.
The advice I give you in it will help you do well at the interview, get a job, and do
it successfully - so you are invited back time and time again to lead, manage, and
direct tours in countries you have dreamed of seeing. You have made the right
start by checking out this short e-book, which will give you some invaluable
advice about many aspects of the job and how to do well at interviews.

You can also register for my Tour Guide Course, at the end of which you will get
a certificate demonstrating the knowledge you have acquired to do the job well.
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Working as a Tour Leader, Tour Manager, Tour Director or Tour Guide – it doesn’t
matter what the title – is pretty much the same all over the world!
A Tour Guide’s duties will vary according to the type of Tour Company employing you.
For example if you work for an overlanding (what’s this?***) Tour Operator, you may
have to drive the vehicle, carry out vehicle maintenance, cook on a camp stove, etc.
(You get the picture, right?) If you work as a Tour Director for a Coach Tour Company,
you will probably have to do narrations en route, organise seating, and answer lots of
questions!

[*** Overlanding is travelling with a group in a specially designed vehicle, over
often rough terrain. It usually involves eating al fresco, camping in camp sites or
‘bush camping’ where no facilities are available, where you sleep under the stars.
It may be in the silence of the desert or among the cacophony of noise in the
jungle…..you are close to nature!]
Here are some of the great things you will find out working as a Tour guide…
• Whatever the title of the job you have in this field, you will get to work
with people when they are happy – (Most people don’t go on holiday to
be in a bad mood, or complain). It’s lots of fun!
• The job is never boring. You get to solve problems, think on your feet,
and be inventive. You may encounter danger; and you’ll certainly
encounter the unexpected!
• You get to travel free, and even get paid for it.
• You meet all sorts of interesting people, from all over the world. Some
you get to work with and some will be your clients
Here’s what some Tour Guides have said about their job: It is…
‘.....challenging, painful, thrilling, inspiring, exhausting …’
‘…..the most exciting, fun, scary, off-the-wall job I’ve ever had…’
‘….the best job in the universe…’
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My Tour Guide Course will teach you everything you need to know to do well at
interviews and get a job as a Tour Guide, tour director or tour manager. Working
as a tour leader is demanding and the better prepared you are, the more you’ll
enjoy your work and the happier your clients will be, not to mention safer, and
more likely to travel again with your company!
You will:
• Make friends with people of all nationalities and backgrounds
• Learn about other countries and cultures
• Learn new languages or improve your foreign language skills
Things You Will Need to Be Aware of…


Sometimes the job can require long hours, without a fixed routine. Remember, you are
on duty 24/7!



Some expenses – not all meals will be covered and alcohol most definitely
won’t be!



You will need to be willing to endure long periods away from home – (of
course, for some, this is NOT a problem!)



You may have to repeat the same itinerary several times; although hopefully it will be
something you love and learn more about each time you experience it!



Sometimes, the time you spend doing a reconnaissance (what’s this?***) of a
destination will be unpaid



Work can be seasonal with no guarantee of further contracts



You may be self-employed, with no job security or redundancy pay



You must be fit and healthy – Keep in mind, there is usually no one to take over from
you on tour. Of course, in the case of serious illness, the company will usually send out
a replacement Leader/Guide
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***A reconnaissance (French) is a pre-tour visit to a destination to get to know it,
make contact with local hotel personnel/guides/agents, seek out restaurants
suitable for groups, and make yourself known. If there are any walks or cycle
rides on the tour itinerary, now is the time to do them yourself, making notes of
difficulty, any hazards, duration, optional alternative routes, and so on. There is
no substitute for your own knowledge of a destination or walking route; even
other tour leader’s notes are not always reliable (circumstances / staff may have
changed, paths disappeared…)
Do a sketch map of every route – you may not remember them all!

And now, have a look at a few more photos of some of the places I have
traveled…
Did I mention making “new friends?” You will definitely be doing that –

So whether you
are visiting Tibet…
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…and a
Tibetan Monastery!

Or whether you are horseback riding in Utah, in the USA …
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Hang gliding over Rio de Janeiro,

Or skydiving over
Namibia…

It is a Wonderful Life to Live!
If you have found this information interesting and you are still intrigued by what your life
might be like if you got to travel the world – for free – you should definitely check out my
book, The Tour Guide Life – It Could be Yours!
For now, here are just a few more valuable tidbits about getting that perfect job – and that
starts with some information about that important first interview… check it out.
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As I said a few pages back, once you are trained and ready to get that job of a lifetime,
you will need to have an interview… Here then are some hints about having a successful
interview…

Although you may never be asked about the following, it pays to know how
you would respond…

1. Know yourself

a) What are your priorities? (e.g. making a difference, learning new
skills, seeing the world….)
b) What are your strengths and weaknesses?
c) What are your interests ? (not only ‘hobbies’ but what you want
for your life)

2. Know your potential employers

a) What type of tours do they specialise in?
b) What type of clients do they have/ what are their clients looking
for?
c) What are their long and short term aims?
d) What are their priorities (e.g. sustainable tourism, profit,
reputation……..)
IMPORTANT NOTE: Be sure to…


Study their website, recent press releases, other job vacancies in the
organization; who are their their competitors?



Match the job description to yourself; for example, if it stipulates ‘hard
worker’, tell them about the time/s you have given your all



Anticipate questions they might ask… here are some popular sample
interview questions:
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a) Where do you see yourself in five years’ time?
b) What would make you feel most proud about doing this job?
c) Tell me about how you’ve dealt with unpleasant situations
d) How has your approach to work changed over the last two
years?
e) In this job you will sometimes be acting the role of nurse,
counsellor or teacher. How are you prepared for this?
f) Tell me about an unpopular decision you’ve had to make in your
life
g) Why should we employ you?

Finally, before your interview:
Be sure to research the company and its policies (e.g. on responsible travel)
and anticipate questions: What do you think they’ll want to know about you
and your experience?
There’s lots more to know on how to “ace” your interview – and really find out
about in order to make your living as a Travel Guide. That’s why I highly
recommend you check out my Tour Guide Course
http://www.tourguidecourse.com/opt-in-1/ Believe me, it will be well worth
your time!
Just click here to purchase it: http://www.tourguidecourse.com/opt-in-1/

And now, before I close, I want to give you a bonus:

Here are FIVE of the top TEN big tips that can make THE difference in you getting that job
of a lifetime...
#1 Know your employer’s procedures
As a tour leader or tour manager you will probably work for more than one
company in your career. Make sure you know what your current employer’s
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procedures are and what they expect from YOU.

#2 Always Research Your Destinations Ahead of Time
Make sure you know about local festivals, customs, dress code, dialects,
food and drink. As tour director you can make a holiday sensational!

#3 Be Prepared and Ready to Think on Your Feet

This is THE most challenging aspect of the job! Think about what you would
do in various scenarios (accidents, breakdowns, illness).Take advantage of
my Tour Guide Course and learn what to do in tricky situations.

#4 Remember, You are in a Customer Service Role

You are playing the role of representative of your employer, of leader. You
are there to support and encourage your group and to do your utmost to
ensure they have a great holiday, and to deliver what your employer has
promised

#5 Be AWARE of Cultural and Personality Differences

Know your group, know your destination and the people there. As a tourist
guide you’ll be working with people from all over the world – in my Tour Guide
Course you will learn about cultural differences at work
There is so much more I can give you – so many critical steps to creating your
successful career as a travel guide…

Here are just a few areas of knowledge that are covered in my Tour Guide
Course:
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They Include Subjects like…


What is the appropriate appearance and how should you dress?



What kind of problem solving skills are essential for your success?



What, if any, public speaking skills are required?



How do you handle “officialdom” and VIPs?



What are the required qualities of a successful Tour Leader?



What are the priorities to keep in mind to lead a successful tour?



What kind of “emergency” skills might be needed in leading a tour?



What are the responsibilities of a Tour Guide and where do the boundaries end?



How do you handle destination difficulties and who do you speak to that can help?



What is required to be able to handle food, transportation and lodging for groups?



How do you deal with security issues and manage communication for multiple
ethnicities in a group?

And much much more- All of which you will need to know to be effective in your job as a
Tour Guide or Leader.

And that is where I will leave you for now.
Be sure to check out my book The Tour Guide Life – It Could Be Yours! (insert link)
and/or my Tour Guide Training Course – online at (insert link here)

Best regards and happy traveling!

Maureen
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